
EA Technologies 
Tennis Court Lighting

We love to play tennis... particularly at night.   We specialize in tennis specific lighting.   We can light a single 
court for recreational use, a stadium for professional play using DMX controls, or a 25 court tennis club with 
multiple arrangements and varied pole locations.   We analyze optics, pole locations, mounting heights, aiming 
angles, light color, CRI values, glare, uniformity, variations, and USTA and ITF international standards.   We find 
our setups better because we consider playing strategy.   We play the game at a high level and light our court 
projects to an even higher standard.   We can help with permitting, wind load analysis, light calculations, and  
3d model renderings of real spaces.   We will be your build partner to insure your project helps your court 
become outstanding.
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Advantages of LED Lighting
1.  Energy Savings.   There are tremendous energy savings to be made in switching to a new LED fixture.   Typically the energy savings 
are in the 50% -75% range.   A typical 1000w Metal Halide, which is the most commonly used tennis lamp, uses 1100 watts on the 
total draw.  A typical replacement fixture ranges from 250w to 350 watts. 

2.  Maintenance Savings.  This is the more noticeable savings amount.   Light bulbs rarely go out at the same time.   Getting a bucket 
truck on site to a tennis court is expensive and is often required at least once per year.  And accessing the court is sometimes 
extremely difficult.  Installing a LED fixture can provide years of maintenance free operation.   Typical tennis useage puts fixture 
lifetime in the 75 year range.

3.   Controlled Directional Light.   LED acts much more like a flashlight.   When properly configured the light is much better at 
illuminating the target area and also better at not allowing light spill.

4.  Color Contrast.  The color temperature of the light is important considering the color of the tennis ball.   The color of a tennis ball 
is yellow with green.   The color of light at 5000k is considered to be cool white.   6500k is daylight.   Increasing the color contrast 
between light color and ball color improves high speed ball tracking and therefore improves reaction times and the speed of play.
 - Faster reaction times
 - Increased speed of play
 - Longer rallies
 - Greater accuracy in ball striking
 - For matches with line judges and chair umpires, greater line to ball contrast, improving in/out call performance
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Disadvantages
1.  Upfront cost.   This is often the biggest concern for moving to an LED system.  The cost can be a burden particularly to smaller 
clubs, HOAs and recreational facilities.  Fortunately most LED systems qualify for rebates in many areas.   Additionally the upfront 
cost can be differed with clever financing as maintenance and energy costs will exceed replacement costs.

2.  Energy savings.   While the energy savings are tremendous, it is difficult to achieve payback based on energy savings alone.   This 
is true because tennis is a limited use lighting application.   Energy rebates may assist in overcoming this issue, however maintenance 
costs should also be factored in to any payback calculations.

Lighting Definitions & Standards using ITF and USTA
ITF Outdoor Standards

Class I: Top-level national and international competitions (non-televised) with requirements for spectators with potentially long 
viewing distances.  For televison events a higher level is required depending on the level of the event.  Typically it will be 125 fc.

Facilities such as this are often stadiums and require poles greater than 30’ ranging up to 120’ for stadiums.  Larger facilities and • 
stadiums may require arrays.  We can provide this complete setup

Class II: Mid-level competition, such as regional or local club tournaments. This generally involves medium-sized numbers of 
spectators with average viewing distances. High-level training may also be included in this class.

This setup generally involves a high powered flood light setup with 30’ poles placed in the corners to offer unobstructed viewing.  • 
We can provide this complete setup using 30’ poles, linear bullhorn mounts and flood lights.

Class III: Low-level competition, such as local or small club tournaments, colleges and universities. This does not usually involve 
spectator lighting. General training, school sports and recreational activities also fall into this class.

This setup is the most commonly used setup for tennis courts across the world.   The most ideal setup uses 8 pole locations • 
evenly distributed along the alley ways.  It is possible to use 6 poles.

USTA Standards

Class I: Professional, International Satellite, Challenger, College.  Facilities generally involve broadcast quality television production.  
The facilities will include permanent spectator accommodations.

Class II: Satellite, Challenger, College, Tennis Clubs, Parks Recreational, Residential.  Facilities which will host intercollegiate or 
professional play but without television requirements.  Facilities may have temporary seating.

Class III: College, High School, Tennis Clubs, Parks/Recreational, Residential.  Collegiate facilities primarily use for practice or for 
intramural or recreational play.  
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Lighting Standards For Outdoor Courts

Court Type (Pole/Fixture)

Horizontal 
Illuminance 

(LUX)
Foot Candles 

(FC)

Color 
Temperature 

(K)
Color Rendering 

Index (Ra)
 Uniformity 

(U)
ITF/USTA 

Class Rating Usage

Class 1 ITF > 500* >46.4 >4000 >80 >0.7 ITF 1 Professional

Class 2 ITF >300 >27.8 >4000 >65 >0.7 ITF 2 Club/Competitive

Class 3 ITF >200 >18.5 >4000 >60 >0.5 ITF 3 Recreational

Class 1 USTA >1345 >125 Not Specified Not  Specified <1.5 USTA 1 Professional

Class 2 USTA >807 >75 Not Specified Not Specified <1.7 USTA 2 Club/Competitive

Class 3 USTA >538 >50 Not Specified Not Specified <2.0 USTA 3 Club/Competitive

Single Court

XLCM 278w 8-8 257.6 23.93 5000 70 0.65 ITF 3 Recreactional/Club

XLCM 278w 6-6 210.0 19.51 5000 70 0.65 ITF 3 Recreational

XLCM 278w 6-8 259.6 24.1 5000 70 0.66 ITF 3 Recreational/Club

XLCL 545w 8-8 578.2 53.72 5000 70/80 Opt 0.70 ITF 1 Professional

XLCL 545w 6-6 429.1 39.87 5000 70 0.79 ITF 2 Club/Competitive

Double Parallel Court 

ELLF 540 4-8 202.4 18.8 5000 75 0.7 ITF 3 Recreational/Club

SpecGrade LED 600 4-8 307.84 28.6 5700 80 0.7 ITF 2 Club/Competitive

Ephesus 1000 4-8 474.68 44.1 5700 80 0.7 ITF 2 Club/Competitive

Stadium Single

Ephesus 8-8 646.79 60.08 5600 80 1.20 ITF 1/USTA 3 Professional

SpecGrade LED 1000 8-8 1173 108.9 5000 80 0.75 ITF 1/USTA 2 Semi-Pro

XLCL 545w 10-20 1371.4 127.4 5000 70 1.22 ITF 1/USTA 1 Professional

*Other non-listed options are available such as professional single and double.

Poles and Placement
We specify pole placement in two ways:

Poles should be place at most 5’ behind the baseline and ideally inside the baseline in <35’ (<11.5m) applications.   This is to 1. 
prevent glare particularly serving from the wide postion as commonly done in doubles play.
All poles should be place in the corners outside of the outer court surface and >35’ (>15m).  This is to minimize glare while 2. 
serving from the wide position.

Pole rules:
Poles should not be placed behind the baseline lower than 35’ or 10m in height.1. 
Quad mount center net poles on parallel setups shall not be used as position could hinder player because of angular effect.   2. 
Parallel back to back mounts should instead be used.
Poles should never be used at a height lower than 18’ or 6m.   This is to increase ball visibility on high arching shots and lobs.3. 

8 Pole, Single Court setup using single fixture mounts.  Maximum 
tilt is 15° if needed.   20’ recommended mounting height.   

Can go to 24’ depending on wind load
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4 Pole, 2 Court Parallel Setup using Linear Double Mounts (2-4-8)
- 8 Fixtures Total, 35’ recommended mounting height

Installation Factors
Every installation is a little bit different depending on the setup, geographical location and soil density.  The process of installing our 
lighting package is easy but should be completed by an expert with proper permits and local standards met.   All poles and mounts 
will arrive pre-drilled for easy and quick installation.  Anchor bolts always pre-ship ahead of the fixtures and poles so they can be 
set in concrete prior to poles and fixtures arriving on site.   The poles are heavy and will require multiple persons for off loading and 
moving.   Ideally heavy equipment should be on site for this process.  Steel poles weight can range anywhere from 200-500+ lbs.  
Aluminum poles which are much lighter can be managed more easily but are more expensive.

Hurricane Proof Tennis Lighting
If you live in a hurricane zone, we can prepare a custom package for you with wind load analysis to get a permit for your construction.  
The worst thing is to have a pole blow over with a new lighting fixture as a result of a hurricane ,tropical storm or just a strong gust 
from a thunderstorm.   And even if you don’t live in a hurricane zone, our standard powder coat will last for decades. 

• Our Cat 3-4 Hurricane Package is rated to 136 mph with gusts up to 175 mph.
• The low profile of the fixtures allows the use of cheaper poles but still maintains the highest load ratings required to withstand a 
Cat 4 hurricane
•  Aluminum poles with powder coat are recommend for projects close to the ocean as they withstand corrosion much better over a 
longer period of time. 

Poles before and after cleaning
prior to powder coating process
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Realistic 3D Renderings with Calculations
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Standard System Features
• Court design allows for poles to be placed outside of court area reducing installation costs
• Design maximizes light inside of the court area
• Design minimizes glare
• Use of directional light optics helps get light into the middle of the playing area
• High lumen per watt increases efficiency and reduces energy costs
• 100,000 hour life reduces maintenance costs to zero, with a possible 90+ year usability (at 3 hours per day/365 days/year)
• Instant on (no warm up period) increasing playing time, reducing energy costs and keeping court times on schedule
• Quiet operation 
• 5 year warranty, 10 year warranty on stadium, 5 year warranty on poles

Existing Construction Considerations
Not all tennis courts are created equal.  Here are a list of questions to think about when converting just the lighting fixtures.  We can 
build a package for your court.

1.  Are your poles in good condition?  Meaning will they last another 20 years?
Rusted poles need to be removed.  Many times poles rust from within much faster than the outside.   Good poles usually can be 
reused so long as the mounting can be adapted.

2.   What is the mounting height?  
If greater than 18’ then you’re in good shape.  If less than 18’ you should consider changing or adding extensions.  There are a lot of 
courts with 18’ poles.  The pole placement is critical in this decision.

3.  How are the existing fixtures mounted on the pole?  
Nearly every pole can be adapted to mount our high powered low profile fixtures.  Your pole may need to be welded at the top or 
drilled for the new fixture.  Most of the time it’s simply a case of using a slip fitter which makes installation easy.

4.  What is the current configuration of the poles?  How many are there and what is the placement?
The best configuration is to have 8 poles per court.

5. What is the output of your current fixtures?
Most existing fixtures are 1000 watt Metal Halides.  Our HO fixture is a one for one replacement for this fixture, cutting the output 
from 1100 watts of total draw to just 278 watts.   A  75% savings.

Once these questions are determined we can provide a lighting and mounting package for your court.
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Contact us today and we can make a plan for your court:
P: 970-581-1810 
E: chris@lightdisty.com


